THE TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
Everything, therefore, that makes radical change easy or pos-
sible is anti-social; so Protestantism, which admits of change
in religion, parliamentarianism, which is but a machine for
political upheaval, democracy, which stands for the idea of pro-
gress and therefore of change, must make way for Catholicism,
monarchy and authority as agents of stability and order.1
It is not possible to mention M. Bourget without reference
to his twofold connection with Taine—a twofold connection
which can, in fact, be traced right through the neo-traditionalist
movement. He is torn between admiration for the bold destroyer
of revolutionary dogmas, who " killed the French Revolution
as a religion," 2 for the champion of the scientific as opposed
to the a 'priori method in social study, and distrust of his moral
determinism and of his anti-Catholic rationalism. The admirer
wins: after having cleared his conscience by showing in Le
Disciple the terrible results of this philosophy in individual
lives, and warned the youth of his day against the fallacy of
believing that systems of thought can be considered in abstracto,
without relation to their practical consequences, he builds up
society on a series of principles which combine Bonald's
transcendental religious conservatism with Taine's would-be
scientific exposure of revolutionary philosophy and democracy,
the revelations of Providence confirming the deductions of the
unbelieving scientist, and making him the safest of guides to
political truth.
Even then, however, there is one aspect of Taine's system
which worried Bourget and all traditionalists. Taine was an
avowed believer in reason as the leading faculty of man; not
indeed that it was infallible, but at least that the mistakes made
by men came not from reason being given too free a hand but
because it was not left really free: the errors of 1789 came
from all kinds of passions and instincts interfering with reason,
1	" La France est nee et a vecu catkolique et monarchique. Toutes les fois
que ses energies se sont eserce*es a 1'encontre de ces deux idees directrices,
1'organisation nationale a ete profondement, dangereusement troublee. DVi
cette imperieuse conclusion que la France ne peut cesser d'etre catholique et
monarchique sans cesser d'etre la France " (Lettres sur VEistoire de France
(Preface) : Giraud, Les Mafores deTHeure, p. 316).
2	Barbier, Catholicisme liberal, iii., p. 362.
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